Three Lakes Foundation and MATTER announce
collaboration to source solutions for pulmonary
fibrosis

The Pulmonary Fibrosis Innovation Challenge asks innovators to
submit ideas that increase awareness and accelerate therapies
Chicago, IL— Three Lakes Foundation, a nonprofit organization dedicated to
improving the diagnosis, care, and treatment of people suffering from pulmonary
fibrosis (PF), and MATTER, the premier healthcare incubator and innovation hub,
today announced the launch of a new innovation challenge focused on accelerating
solutions for PF: a family of related lung diseases that causes progressive scarring of
lung tissue and affects more than three million people around the world.
“Pulmonary fibrosis remains a confounding and fairly unknown disease. Delay in
timely diagnoses results in lost time for optimal care and early therapeutic
intervention” said Dana Ball, executive director of Three Lakes Foundation. “We’re
calling on healthcare innovators to think creatively about how to introduce new,
cutting-edge solutions to the PF landscape that will improve time to diagnosis and
preservation of quality of life”
Three Lakes Foundation has committed more than $100,000 toward solutions that
will help to advance disease awareness, shorten the time to diagnosis, preserve
health and improve care for PF patients. Examples of desired solutions include:
• Engagement tools and technologies that help patients, caregivers and
providers better understand and engage with their disease
• Data-enabled digital, medical or imaging tools that improve screening,
detection and the accuracy of PF diagnosis
• Novel interventions and tools that enable both patients and caregivers to
preserve patient health, well-being and quality of life
• New tools, technologies and solutions that improve upon the oxygen therapy
that many people living with PF rely on (Examples include product and
canister innovation and improvements in battery life)

“At MATTER, we take pride in helping partners accelerate the development of
products and solutions that address conditions with high unmet clinical need,” said
Arun Bhatia, senior program director at MATTER. “We’re honored to be a part of the
effort to improve care and quality of life for the PF community today, and to help
foster the innovation that will lead to tomorrow’s cure.”
Challenge finalists will be invited to participate in an idea incubation period and
bootcamp at MATTER, where they will refine their value proposition and perfect their
pitch. The challenge will culminate in a final pitch day at MATTER on June 4, 2020,
following an all-day PF Innovation Forum. The top solution will receive $50,000 and a
one-year membership at MATTER.
Innovators with solutions of all stages, from early stage ideas and university-based
concepts to marketed solutions, are encouraged to apply. Interested companies can
learn more by visiting the [competition website](LINK/){:target="_blank"} and join .
Applications are due by 11:59pm CST on Tuesday , April 14.
About PF
Pulmonary fibrosis (PF) is a family of related lung diseases that are characterized by
scarring in lung tissue. Over time, the scarring can make it difficult for oxygen to get
into the blood. More than 200,000 Americans are living with PF — many of whom
depend on therapeutic, supplemental oxygen around the clock. PF symptoms often
mimic other, more common diseases, making it very difficult to diagnose.
About Three Lakes Foundation
Three Lakes Foundation (TLF) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to increasing
awareness of Pulmonary Fibrosis, improving care for affected individuals and
accelerating the development of promising new technologies and
treatments. Through strategic partnerships and impact funding, TLF aims to improve
time to diagnosis and ensure every patient has access to treatments that preserve
health and quality of life until a cure can be realized. For more information, please
visit threelakesfoundation.org.
About MATTER
At MATTER, we believe collaboration is the best way to improve healthcare. The
MATTER collaborative includes more than 200 cutting-edge startups from around the
world, working together with dozens of hospitals and health systems, universities
and industry-leading companies to build the future of healthcare. Together we are
accelerating innovation, advancing care and improving lives. For more information,
visit matter.health and follow @MATTERhealth.
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